Abstract-Program comments have always been the key to understanding code. However, typical text comments can easily become verbose or evasive. Thus sometimes code reviewers find an audio or video code narration quite helpful. In this paper, we present our tool, called MCT (Multimedia Commenting Tool), which is an integrated development environment-based tool that enables programmers to easily explain their code by voice, video and mouse movement in the form of comments. With this tool, programmers can replay the audio or video when they feel like.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the development of a software system, leaving messages to explain the code is as important as coding itself. Messages play a vital role in software reuse and maintenance. It is very common that some engineers have to maintain code or projects written by other people [1] . Mostly, this situation is caused by developers' departure or their job has been changed.
The most used way to leave messages is writing comments and documents. Typical comments are based on texts. They are often inserted before class declaration and method declaration, and sometimes at the end of a line of code [2] . Comments contain much information about the functionality of a certain code block, and the programmer's ideas implied in the program. However, writing good comments is by no means easy. Inexperienced programmers can easily write a verbose comment by talking about everything [3] [4] or an evasive comment by providing insufficient or irrelevant information. Sometimes, some programmers just feel lazy and leave blanks. Numerous guidelines have been proposed to help programmers write good comments [5] [6] .
As for documents, such as Javadoc 1 , they provide sound and enriched information about software projects. For example, Javadoc supports simple formats and embedded URL resources. However, a disadvantage of documents is that they are too formal and often take much time to construct. On the other hand, when reading the documents, people are sometimes overwhelmed by the size, so they still do not have a brief but clear idea of the whole project. More importantly, # Corresponding author. 1 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-jsp-135444.html targeted readers of documents are the users of this project, not programmers [7] .
Different from traditional text-based comments and documents, an audio or video clip will help a lot in code understanding. It is natural that people learn faster with multimedia information [8] . In addition, written language differs from oral language in many ways so that the audience of an audio or a video clip can perceive much more information beyond words [9] . For example, the tone with which the speaker says may indicate the really important code piece from unimportant ones. The speaker can even use gestures or teaching aid facilities during the talk. Some people are visual thinkers, and they prefer looking at a workflow, a database diagram or a UML graph. So it is more convenient if the original author has commented his/her code in the form of an audio or video clip in addition to text comments.
To help programmers who want audio or video comments in their source code, we created Multimedia Commenting Tool (MCT), which is a plug-in on integrated development environment (IDE). This is a new tool designed for software developers to record or replay multimedia comments. MCT supports the following two forms of multimedia comments:
• Multimedia code narration. Using MCT, programmers can record a multimedia narration, where they explain their code by audio or video. Programmers can use gestures or equipment, such as a small blackboard to draw a flow chart, to help them during the narration. Therefore, code narration is a quick way for programmers to understand the code.
• Embedded multimedia resources. MCT also allows to embed existing multimedia resources (e.g., images, audio clips and video clips) into source code. Voice can also be translated into text by MCT. Code reviewers can watch or listen to embedded multimedia resources inside the IDE. As far as we are aware, MCT is the first tool that introduces the concept of multimedia comments and helps manipulate them.
II. OVERVIEW
MCT is an IDE plug-in to create, modify and play multimedia comments. The main interface of MCT is shown in Fig. 1 . Multimedia comments can be created in two forms: by recording a code narration or by embedding existing multimedia resources.
To comment by multimedia code narration, programmers can provide either an audio or a video explanation to their code. MCT can record videos from cameras and audio from microphones. At the same time, MCT also keeps track of mouse movements so as to retain correspondence between code and multimedia contents. Multimedia code narrations can be played sequentially, or can be triggered by the related code lines or variables.
To comment code by embedded multimedia resources, programmers can insert multimedia files, i.e., images, audio clips and video clips. A descriptor, indicating an embedded multimedia resource, is then inserted to the corresponding line in the source file. Clicking the descriptor, code reviewers can listen to the audio, or watch images and videos in a pop-up window.
Both forms of multimedia comments can be created during the development and updated when code changes. MCT will automatically keep consistency between multimedia contents and lines of the code.
By using MCT, code reviewers may easily understand the whole source file and any detailed code snippets. 
III. DEMO WALK-THROUGH
In this section we introduce Jane, a fictitious character, who is a software developer using MCT. She is moving to a new software project due to the departure of a previous engineer. Following Jane, we can see how MCT helps programmers.
A. Creating Multimedia Comments
Before the project rotation, Jane has to leave some messages to explain her work so that other developers can easily understand her code and continue the project. She is creating multimedia comments with MCT.
1) Commenting with Multimedia Code Narrations: Jane wants to give a video explanation to her code. She clicks on the "start recording" button and starts narrating while she is coding. When finished, she clicks on the "start recording" button again. The video as well as her mouse movement is saved in a resource folder alongside the source file (Fig. 2) .
After development, Jane feels the need to comment a detailed algorithm implemented in her code. She clicks on the "start recording" button and starts narrating the algorithm. While recording, she uses her mouse to select the code snippets to indicate where she is narrating (Fig. 3) . By doing so, the code reviewers can easily follow her narration. She also utilizes a blackboard beside her to draw a structure graph of the project with gestures. On finishing recording, she clicks on the "start recording" button again and the multimedia comment is saved. 2) Adding Embedded Multimedia Resources: Jane feels it is not enough with only narrations; she wants to present the data structure of her program. She clicks on the "insert" button, inputs the title of the graph as "data structure" and chooses the type as "image" (Fig. 4) . She can either choose a local file or use a URL to download an existing image on the web. This feature is used generally when a visual or acoustic description or example is needed, e.g., describing a complex algorithm. 3) Writing Text Comments by Voice: Another feature of MCT is voice commenting, which has been thoroughly discussed by Andrew Begel [10] . MCT recognizes Jane's voice into plain texts and adds it as a comment in her code. Jane needs to click on the "voice comment" button and speak to her microphone. The voice commenting window will pop up and display what MCT has heard. When she is done, Jane clicks on the button again and what she says becomes text comments.
4) Comments vs. Documents: Generally, comments help programmers understand source code and are strongly related to the structure of source files [2] . It is not recommended to leave messages about the whole subsystem or parts of it which consist of several source files in comments. MCT does not support Jane to leave cross-file messages, because frequent code updates make such messages obsolete easily.
B. Understanding code with Multimedia Comments
Jane is now in her new software project. She has to begin working as soon as possible after understanding the requirement as well as the detailed source code.
1) Watching the Whole Multimedia Code Narration: Jane opens the source file. She simply clicks on the "play" button and the whole code narration is played. A window pops up in the IDE and she begins watching the authors narrating their code.
When the video is playing, the original author's mouse movement reappears in the editor. The editor automatically scrolls down or up to make the current selection visible. Jane finds it quite easy to catch up to the narration following the mouse movement.
When coming to a particular function, Jane hopes to have a detailed look at the work flow so that she can understand it better. The narrator takes out a small blackboard and starts drawing and explaining the work flow diagram (Fig. 5) . 2) Retrieving Multimedia Code Narration Segments: When Jane starts to manipulate the code, she needs a narration over a certain code segment. With MCT, multimedia code narration segments can be retrieved either by code line or by method/variable identifier.
Jane clicks on the "toggle markers" button and all commented lines are highlighted. She moves her mouse to that line, and clicks on the "seek to current line" button (Fig. 6) .
The author immediately appears and begins narrating that part.
If Jane needs to know all about a method or a variable, she can select the identifier of that method or variable, and clicks on the "seek for current symbol" button. All the lines containing the identifier are highlighted. All narration segments about the identifier are then played. Now Jane knows all about the variable/method, including the declaration and all its usages. 3) Playing Embedded Multimedia Resources: Another type of multimedia comments is embedded multimedia resources. A descriptor is embedded in the source file indicating a multimedia resource. These descriptors are in the form of text comment themselves. When Jane needs to play any multimedia resource, she can click on the descriptor. For an audio clip, it will be played directly; for other resources, a new window pops up where Jane can watch images, videos or something else.
C. Updating Code and Multimedia Comments
Jane soon understands the new project, and now she finds a bug in the source code. She starts worrying "what happens if I modify the code?" Fortunately, MCT automatically retains consistency between code and multimedia comments. Details of this feature are described in Implementation section.
Code changes include code insertion, deletion and modification, a combination of deletion and insertion. If a line of code is deleted or modified, it becomes no longer available and the multimedia comment on this line should be skipped. The positions in recorded mouse movements should be adjusted accordingly or ignored when code changes. By giving Jane the opportunity to watch and make multimedia comments, MCT makes it possible for an engineer to leave a multimedia narration on his code for Jane to watch. Reading the whole code may take at least 10 minutes for Jane and Jane may get stuck on some unimportant details in this code. But a three-minutes-long video tour on this class is enough to understand how this class works. In addition to that, Jane can take advantage of MCT for her own sake by adding a video narration to her code, so she can just leave critical text comments and let the video do the rest.
When a code narration is already contained in a source file, Jane can replace it by recording another one. It is hard to edit existing code narrations with an IDE plugin efficiently for obvious reasons. However, she can use any external video or audio editors when applying small modifications to code narration. We may implement features to separate the existing video or audio into several clips by recognizing spaces between sentences and allow users to modify it just like modifying text comment in the future.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
MCT is realized as an Eclipse plugin (tested on INDIGO and JUNO). A multimedia comment basically contains an audio or a video clip, a file recording mouse movements, a copy of the source file when the comment is created and optionally extra files due to code changes.
When a user clicks on the "start recording" button, we first check whether there are any multimedia comments already. If so, the newly recorded comment will be appended to the tail of the old ones. If not, a new comment will be created. We record mouse movements and audio with a microphone and video with a camera. The user can choose to use audio or video feature or not to control source code size. The tool is still a prototype and only supports the .wav audio format and the .avi video format. Any code modifications during the recording are not encouraged and may cause uncertain consequences.
When a user clicks on the "replay" button, we load the recorded mouse movement into memory and compare between the currently opened file and the original one when the comments are recorded. The differences tell the MCT which line in one file corresponds to which line in another. Therefore, MCT would not replay a comment written for deleted code. Then the recorded mouse movements are performed and audio or video clips are played. If a video clip is available, a view window will show up to display the video.
Consistency between multimedia comments and code is maintained in the following way: A file difference comparison will be done each time a multimedia comment is loaded into memory. MCT detects whether a line is removed or moved based on the differences, e.g., deleted lines and added lines. If a line is moved during code maintenance due to code insertion or deletion, mouse movements will be adjusted to fit the corresponding lines. If a line is deleted, corresponding mouse movements will be ignored but the audio or video clip related to that line will be remained because the multimedia clip may still be useful. Newly added audio or video clips are appended at the end of the existed clips.
MCT uses CloudGarden TalkingJava SDK 2 for speech recognition as an implementation of Java Speech API 3 . MCT will automatically detect an installed English speech recognition engine. If there is none available, the user will be warned and may not use the speech comment input feature. MCT uses VLC player 4 as our video decoder, so users may need to install a free VLC player to experience video features.
The MCT plug-in can be downloaded at http://www.sei.pku.edu.cn/∼lige/MCT/plugins.7z
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we introduce the idea of multimedia comments and present an IDE plug-in named MCT, Multimedia Commenting Tool. Using MCT, programmers can record an audio or video code narration to explain their code. They can also insert embedded multimedia resources into source files. The correspondence between code and multimedia comments will be retained by MCT automatically.
In the future, we will conduct a survey on software developers in indutry to see how MCT works in real development. We will deploy our system to university students and teaching assistants to see how MCT can help in education.
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